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Corrections Chair Attendance.
The Corrections Chair’s attendance at the National Corrections Conference is sanctioned by the
Area 72 Assembly per Motion 19.3 which states:

“We move that we fully fund Area Appointed Trusted Servants to attend national
workshops/conferences that have G.S.O. participation and that support their
responsibilities to the area. This motion replaces motion 10.1 and 15.2. Area Trusted
Servants that attend national workshops/ conferences will provide detailed reports to their
respective committees, to the archives, and to the area…..”

GSO participation.
1. Nancy McCarty, Class A (non-alcoholic) Trustee, chair of the Trustees’ Corrections

Committee;
2. Mike Lewis, Class B alcoholic Trustee, member of the Trustees’ Corrections Committee.

The Conference.

1. Stats: The 4th Annual AA National Corrections Conference was hosted by Area 27,
Louisiana, and held at the Hilton New Orleans Airport from Friday night, November 12, all
day Saturday and Sunday morning, November 14, 2021. Over 150 people were in attendance
in person and we averaged about 60 - 100 via zoom. The zoom camera was set at the podium
in order to view the speaker and the room had a large screen where the in-person attendees
could view the zoom screen. And five of us from Area 72 were in attendance via zoom! See
Flyer attached as Exhibit “A.”

2. Agenda (all times CST):
a. Friday Night:

▪ 7:00 pm – Opening, National Corrections Conference Opening Meeting, Host
Committee Introductions.

▪ 7:30 pm – Speaker Morris R, Nashville, TN
▪ 8:30 pm – Roll Call, went through the room first with each in-person attendee

walking up to the podium and introducing themselves and their service position, and
then around the Zoom Room with each zoom attendee introducing themselves and
their service positions.



b. Saturday:
▪ 9:00 am – Professional Panel consisting of:

° John Lewis, recently retired Warden from Bayou-Dorcheat Correction Center,
Minden, Louisiana.

° Veronica Ramirez, Probation Officer, Northern California.
° Honorable Ivan L.R. Lamelle, Federal District Court Judge, Eastern District of

Louisiana, former Class A (non-alcoholic) Trustee (2013 – 2019)
▪ 10:00 am – Freedom on Both Sides of the Walls – former persons in custody:

° Harold B.
° Angel Sanchez, Texas DOC
° Carlito, Angola State Prison, Louisiana
° Jeff J., Angola

▪ 1:00 pm – Women in Corrections:
▪ 2:00 pm – Speaker - Sherry P., Dallas TX
▪ 3:30 pm – Inside Sponsorship:

° Karen C., Northern California H&I Committee
° Nancy McCarthy, Class A (non-alcoholic) Trustee
° Mike L., Class B (alcoholic) Trustee, Regional, Nebraska

▪ 4:30 pm – Successful Reentry
▪ 6:00 – 8:00 pm Banquet – For In-Person Attendees
▪ 8:00 pm – Speaker - Steve M., Raleigh, NC
▪ 9:00 pm – Presentations and Voting for Host Cities 2022 and 2023

° 2022 – Chicago IL

c. Sunday:
▪ 9:00 am – International Corrections Meeting – the weekly meeting for corrections

servants throughout the US and Canada, held as part of the conference during this
weekend.

▪ 10:30 am – Speaker – Rito V., Houston, TX
▪ 11:30 am – Close

3. Narrative Report

a. Opening Thoughts – Friday Night. If I could summarize corrections volunteers in one
word, I would call them “colorful.” The host committee chair, Stacy C., set the tone for
the conference. Her warm friendly southern drawl, and a whole bunch of nervous y’alls,
let everyone know they could let their hair down, that we were in for a hootenanny, AA
Corrections style! Then into the first speaker and confusion set in my heart and mind.
The first speaker was Morris P., from Nashville, Tennessee, also a slower drawl. A tall
imposing figure at the podium, he spoke of life before AA, of hard crime and hard time.
It completely paled my story of recovery. Here was a share that carried depth and weight
far deeper and much heavier than I was accustomed. He spoke of the AA message he
heard will on the inside, that it had the depth and weight necessary to get through his then
hardened outlook on life. It had broken through and the AA volunteers that carried that
message also had the necessary depth and weight in their own their stories that got



through the hardened young man. He spoke of the importance of having Big Books and
literature behind the walls, and the importance of sober AA members carrying the
message into facilities. It needs both and without both, he wouldn’t have recovered. And
I heard how his recovery behind the walls had allowed him to have recovery outside the
walls and now he was carrying this message behind the walls himself. I imagined some
young punk alcoholic now imprisoned, still full of himself and all that bravado and
cockiness borne out of fear and being confronted by this man with this message. I know
my message wouldn’t work on someone like that, but Morris’s would. And I thought,
damn, God knows how to get dirty to get the message through. Right out of the gate, my
imagination was inspired at the breadth and depth of this program of ours and of God and
how he works through each of us and this program.  I was moved.

b. Cast of Characters, Roll Call. Humorously, after a short break, we took roll call. Still
reeling from the depth and movement of Morris P., we were confronted by the levity and
light-hearted comedy of each of the attendees as they walked across the podium to
introduce themselves as a courtesy to those of us participating via zoom. I couldn’t help
but crack up at the genuine goofiness and joy some brought with their introduction. A
complete contrast from the intense story of recovery I had heard just moments before.
“What a cast of characters!” I shouted, good thing I was on mute. Not a glum lot for
sure. From southside Chicago Leroy Browns to twangy country folk, and everything in
between. New York City meets Chicago meets San Francisco and some Alabama and
Tennessee mixed in. I thought, God knew what he was doing when he brought me to
AA.

c. Down to Business – Saturday (the highlights)

▪ John Lewis, Retired Warden, Bayou-Dorcheat Corrections Center. The first panel of
speakers where non-alcoholic professionals who have come to support AA and use it
in their occupations. John Lewis was everything you would imagine a Prison Warden
to be if you were watching a movie about prison life. He was a hulk of a guy, bald
thick head, and spoke in slow calculated humble southern statements, in a deep voice
with slow drawl. He had seen the likes of the hardest of criminals, the worst of the
worst, and was unswayed by anything that was comprised of anything but real truth.
And as he spoke, I thought, this is a warden, and he’s talking about AA, and
recidivism being reduced as part of his work at his correctional facility because of
AA. He spoke about how he couldn’t help the victims of the persons in his custody,
but he could sure try to change the outcome of the future for these inmates and help
avoid further victims. He sees AA as a way to do this. One more recovery through
AA under his custody means one less possible victim when that prisoner is released.
And he quoted real numbers when he used programs like education and AA at his
facility. Recidivism was reduced in real percentages (25%) when facilities bring in
programs like education, AA and other programs. I looked up “recidivism:” the
tendency of a convicted criminal to reoffend.



▪ Honorable Ivan L.R. Lamelle, Federal District Court Judge, Eastern District of
Louisiana, former Class A (non-alcoholic) Trustee (2013 – 2019). Another speaker
who, as a sitting federal court judge, has influenced numerous alcoholics in criminal
legal trouble to seek help in AA. His message of AA also carried the depth and
weight that took me back a couple of steps. His slow, calculated, measured and
perfectly articulated speech was that of a man with extreme depth and weight in his
view of the world. Here was an individual who had also seen the likes of society’s
hardest, and he also was unswayed by anything but real truth and humility. I looked
him up on the internet on the break after he spoke to find out more about his
involvement as a Class A Trustee. He has had an interesting career as a district
attorney, magistrate and then as an appointed judge in Federal Court by the Clinton
Administration. Another heavy weight in our society who is a believer in this
program of ours. One of the introducers to the panel referenced Bill W.’s writing in
the Forward to the Second Edition: “Another reason for the widespread acceptance of
A.A. was the ministration of friends – friends in medicine, religion, and the press,
together with innumerable others who became our stable and persistent advocates.”
As I reflected on the Warden’s and Judge’s shares, these words jumped out of the
book and became real to me. Here was one of those stable and persistent advocates
right here on the screen in front of me. I was again moved and it was only an hour
into the morning’s proceeding.

▪ 10:00 am – Persons in Custody. Each of four former persons in custody shared how
they heard the AA message. Two who had some time in sobriety and two who were
still in those first few years, and just new to the outside, and it seemed like they were
living in a blur, but they were under the care of AA and working the program as best
they could. I was impressed by the seriousness in which they took their program. It
had a real visible connection to life and death, and they were holding on to this
program with everything they had. That intensity made me reflect on my own
program, and those around me, and how we can lose sight of the life and death nature
of this disease. I was again moved. Hearing these shares and how they communicate
the message in more simple terms was thought provoking. These were tough guys
who had not had a lot of opportunities in early life, who didn’t have an education, and
who society had all but forgotten. They had a hardened cynical side to them and
seemed to have been hopeless and skeptical in the true senses of those words. But
undoubtedly, regardless of their education, or cynical nature, the AA message had
gotten through and those that carried the message to them had gotten it through to
them. And they had made real changes in their lives. They were miracles. After
some time in the program, I realized how easy it can be to begin taking things for
granted. Things like “the Miracle” that has happened to each of us. I could not help
but to look at all the opportunities afforded me in my life and how I had almost
destroyed it all with my alcoholic perspective and self-destructive nature. I felt
ashamed I had ever felt sorry for myself. And I felt grateful at the same time that AA
had saved my life from the grips of me and my warped perception of life. I have a
new appreciation for those that carry the message behind the walls. How could I not.



▪ Allen Oakwood Correctional Facility Attendance. As part of the conference, the
committee, through the cooperation of Warden James Haviland, enabled 15 inmates
from Allen Oakwood Correctional Facility to attend the conference via zoom. Allen
Oakwood has 1498 inmates and has minimum, medium and maximum security
wings. They watched the conference on a screen and they had a split screen zoom
window with two cameras showing the inmates in the multipurpose room viewing the
assembly. It added a lot to the conference knowing they were there and from my
zoom screen you could highlight their window and see their faces. It was eerie, like I
was seeing the worst part of my life that hadn’t happened yet had I not heard the
message.  AA Corrections is intense.

▪ Inside Sponsorship Panel: The inside sponsorship panel was probably the most
informative from a corrections servant standpoint. The panel consisted of Karen C.,
Chair of the Northern California Hospitals and Institutions committee, Nancy
McCarthy, our Class A (non-alcoholic) Trustee and Mike L., our Class B (alcoholic)
Trustee. This was the highlight of the conference for me, and these individual’s
involvement at the conference and being able to see them and hear them speak
connected me to this thing we call the General Service Board. AA from top to
bottom is real, and accessible and available, and humble.  They presented as follows:

° Karen C., Chair of NorCal H&I: Karen reported on a sponsorship program they
are developing at San Quentin where they are bringing in outside sponsorship
volunteers to the facility similar to how they bring in-person meetings. It is called
Inside Visiting Sponsorship Service. Karen reports that this is a whole new level
of involvement for corrections. The sponsor volunteers visit the inmates through
the visitation system, after receiving clearance through the facility. This is
different than the AA meeting program access and there is no overlap so as not to
violate any correctional facility guidelines. She referenced four articles that have
been published in the Grapevine including their work making the cover of the
June 202 prison issue. It sounds complicated, but it will be interesting to see how
it develops. I am interested it what some of our more experienced members think
of this. And maybe this is something we can adopt in the future with our state’s
Department of Corrections. See Exhibit “B” for the specifics of the program.

° Nancy McCarthy, our Class A Trustee and Chair of the Trustees’
Corrections Committee. She is recently retired from the Missouri Department
of Corrections where she served for 33 years. She presented on the concept that
like AA, Corrections Facilities move slowly, at the “speed of trust.” Where AA
moves at the speed of trust in order to preserve the message and the Traditions,
Correctional Facilities move at the speed of trust to preserve the safety and
security of the officers, staff, inmates and the public. And so things don’t always
move even at the slower pace of AA. To further complicate matters, when the
unemployment rate in the country is low, the employment vacancy rate at
correctional facilities tends to be higher, as staff move to better jobs under better
working conditions. Employment in the corrections industry is tough. Agencies



are currently running at 25% vacancy given current national employment rates in
the U.S. And, with the pandemic, you have employees calling in sick at higher
rates out of safety concerns while they wait for the results of their covid tests. So
the facilities end up keeping the correctional officers that are then on staff on
mandatory overtime, sometimes 2 to 3 shifts. As a result, the security of the
facility decreases. And as a result, AA’s efforts to try to bring meetings in or
bring literature in is just not a priority and the facilities are more inclined to
simply say “no.” Understanding this I think is critical for the AA community
involved in corrections to understand. These are just the times we are in. And so
she encourages patience and persistence, these are the principles we must practice
as we move forward. And to look for opportunities, such as bringing meeting in
online. So facilities don’t have to worry about the safety and security of the
themselves, the volunteers and the inmates. Nancy encourages looking to utilize
technology more, it is easier on correctional staff to maintain safety. These are
difficult times and very complicated times. Nancy also talked about the alignment
in corrections facilities and AA. Both are about changing behavior. This is a
selling point when we approach correctional facilities with the AA message.
Only the first step talks about alcohol, there rest are about changing behavior.
This is a huge selling point, focus on the steps and how they are designed to
change behavior, more than to simply address alcoholism. Also, the Trustees’
Corrections Committee is very active with national organizations that work in the
corrections industry. For example, Nancy spoke about an article in American
Probation and Parole Association (APPA), which was a written endorsement of
the AA program. She also reported on her approach with professionals at the
APPA Conference in Boston this year. AA had a both that Nancy and her staff
attended. Over 1000 probation and parole professionals attended the conference
and all are related to the corrections industry. She showed them AA’s meeting
guide app as a hook to get their attention and draw them into the booth. And then
she would explain the AA program as a program of changing behavior.

° Mike L., our Class B West Central Regional Trustee, Nebraska, and member
and incoming chair of the Trustees’ Corrections Committee. Mike reported on
the Corrections Correspondence Service program and recent installation of a new
computer system that is now up and running as of September 2021. Has been
serving as a Trustee for the last year and a half. He stated his role as a Trustee on
the General Service Board is to oversee the implementation of the advisory
actions of the General Service Conference. I felt like I was in a service manual
study. Mike reports that the last two years have been a challenge for corrections
being locked out of facilities. Some opportunities they are focusing on during this
time are as follows:

a. GSO has upgraded their computer system so the Corrections Correspondence
Service is much more efficient now. For example, a sponsee of his was able
to register on Wednesday at 10:00 pm and by Thursday at 10:00 am he had a
name and facility where he could write.



b. The committee has taken the opportunity to work on a national level with the
various providers of online systems being delivered on tablets to inmates, and
AAWS and the Grapevine are under negotiations at the national level with
these providers to provide AA literature through these systems to inmates.
[Since this report, AA has announced that JPay has entered an agreement with
AAWS and Grapevine to provide literature digitally through the JPay format].

c. And last, he reported on the opportunity of AA members and groups to
purchase Grapevine subscriptions for correctional facilities and then have the
Grapevine fill the orders that come in directly from correctional facilities. It’s
my understanding the person donating can’t determine where the subscription
can go but there may be an opportunity to expand this program in the future.

4. Conclusions.
There is a tremendous amount of knowledge and connections that can be attained

simply by attending this conference. Friends are easy to make and everyone is incredibly
helpful. I think over the years, as the conference develops, and attendance increases,
including involvement by Area 72, it will be a tremendous resource for Area 72
corrections. I was able to gain access to individuals and information that can greatly
increase our ability to carry the message into our facilities here in Western Washington.
For example, hearing Nancy McCarthy speak about the realities of correctional facilities
struggles during high employee vacancy while during a pandemic, help me to understand
and put into perspective that these are the very same challenges we face here in Western
Washington. And that we should simply be patient and persistent, and don’t lose hope,
and be ready to change and adapt as our correctional facilities change. Our job is to carry
the message to persons in custody as and how the opportunity presents itself and not get
stuck in the “we’ve always done it this way” mentality.

And finally, my attendance has influenced and affected my program of recovery
significantly for the better. Over the month since my attendance I find myself reflecting
on and sharing about my experience at the conference. Most significantly, the
eye-opening experiences of the depth and weight the program of AA and of the members
of AA that carry this message to persons in custody. It has helped reshape my own
program of recovery, has added a whole new level of seriousness to my own program,
and removed a layer of immaturity in me regarding my recovery. I am now much more
inclined to take the extra step, to do the extra work and to be of just that much more
service, as I continue to grow in recovery and service, to realize even more readily the
deadly nature of this disease and how I, by the miracle of divine AA intervention, have
found and been given the gift of sobriety.  Thank you for this opportunity to be of service.

In closing, if you have any questions regarding this report, feel free to contact me by email at
corrections@area72aa.org. Also, I am available to any Intergroup, District, or Home Group to
share on corrections, personal recovery, to moderate group inventories, or assist in group
resolution.  Just email me as I am always happy to be of service. Corrections@area72aa.org .

mailto:corrections@area72aa.org
mailto:Corrections@area72aa.org


Yours in service,

Derek S



Exhibit “A”



Exhibit “B”

H & I COMMITTEE OF NORTHERN CA

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - INSIDE VISITATION & SPONSORSHIP SERVICE (working version)
PURPOSE: to provide a system to connect prisoners with at least a year remaining inside, who wish to avail themselves of outside sponsorship
with outside volunteers willing to perform that service. Volunteers for the Inside Sponsorship Service CANNOT also go into the institution as
H&I meeting volunteers.
BACKGROUND: In many other areas of the country sponsorship is often provided by cleared Corrections Committee volunteers who bring A.A.
meetings into the facilities they serve. While well-intended, this approach conflicts with how the CDCR and therefore the NorCal H&I
Committee view overfamiliarity, and it can lead to issues of favoritism in the meetings. Additionally, cleared volunteers are required to sign
PREA agreements, which require reporting of certain information. These two factors prevent the performance of adequate sponsorship by
regular H&I meeting volunteers.
However, since our committee’s stated purpose is “to carry the message of Alcoholics Anonymous to the alcoholic who is confined”, and since
sponsorship, like providing A.A. literature and meetings, is an essential component of carrying the message, our suggestion is to create an
“inside sponsorship service” under the remit of the Northern CA H&I committee which would operate in addition to, but entirely separate
from, our inside meeting activities.
PROBLEM: existing approaches to sponsorship of prisoners may be inadequate to provide this vital component of recovery.
• • CDCR understandably prohibits overfamiliarity on part of current H&I volunteers.

• • CDCR prohibits program volunteers from going in as visitors, so H&I Meeting Volunteers can’t visit inside members privately.

• • PREA mandates that certain information MUST be reported to the administration by cleared volunteers

• • Due to monitoring of all written communication, sponsorship thru Corrections Correspondence Service from A.A.’s General Service
Office in New York (including J-Pay email system), while of immense value, may discourage full disclosure.

• • While prisoner-to-prisoner sponsorship offers an excellent solution for many inside members, some may feel a reluctance to reveal
ALL their story to another prisoner, as the rigorous honesty required could put them in jeopardy. Alliances can change on the inside and the
consequences of revealing information could be far greater than on the outside.

• • Privately setting up outside sponsorship relationships thru individual H&I meeting volunteers requires passing information or
messages in and out of the facility, clearly a violation of the prison regulations.

• • Sponsorship of individual prisoners on the part of an H&I meeting volunteer who brings in meetings creates issues of favoritism
and bias.

PILOT PROGRAM SOLUTION:
• • Create a Sponsorship Service Coordinator for each institution, working with the current Major Institution Coordinator.

• • Recruit volunteers from local H&I committees, Area Intergroups, General Service districts and A.A. meetings who wish to sponsor
“inside” A.A. members.

• • Distribute pamphlets to members who attend H&I A.A. meetings, informing them of the service and providing a PO Box address
where they could send a request for visitation. Prisoners must attend inside A.A. meetings to be eligible.

• • Upon receipt of a request, the Sponsorship Service Coordinator contacts a volunteer who then completes a CDCR request for
visitation clearance. This simple review process involves no PREA forms, no TB tests or lengthy clearance procedures.

• • Once the volunteer is approved for visitation, the first visit is scheduled. After the initial visit, the inside member and the volunteer
will decide if they want to continue working together. Neither the sponsee nor the sponsor is under any obligation to continue the relationship
– like all sponsorship, it is entirely voluntary on both sides.

BENEFITS:
• • Enables one alcoholic working directly with another – cornerstone of our program of recovery. We suggest to every newcomer on
the outside: “get a Big Book, get a sponsor, go to meetings, work the steps” – can we make this a reality for those on the inside as well?

• • Prisoner’s private business is confidential from the prison population.

• • No hierarchy either at meeting level or on the yard – we remain a society of equals.

• • Since “visiting sponsors” wouldn’t need CDCR “staff clearance” as H&I meeting volunteers do, they won’t sign PREA agreements or
be subject to CDCR staff regulations, so no legal concerns about disclosure issues or overfamiliarity.

• • Offers an opportunity for the prisoner to talk about real sponsorship at parole hearings.

• • When operated by the H&I Committee, as opposed to individual A.A. groups, this system provides prison administrators with
accountability of an established service committee with a proven track record since 1946, whose sole purpose is to carry the message of A.A.
to the alcoholic who is confined.

• • The reality is that prisoners HAVE requested outside sponsorship and A.A. members HAVE indicated they wish to sponsor members
on the inside – this service could benefit both while enhancing our committee’s ability to carry the message to the alcoholic who is confined.


